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Bohag Bihu at Melbourne, 2010
~Sundar Sarma
The day we all were waiting eagerly has arrived. This is
the day we the people from Assam in Melbourne celebrate Bohag
Bihu. We gather to wish each other happy Bihu (Bihur Ulogani),
to dance, to sing and to enjoy each other‟s company. We are
growing in numbers,
now we have more
people with talents to
help us in putting together an enjoyable
cultural show with
more and more varieties.
Bohag Bihu
belongs to all of us,
everyone should be
encouraged and given
an opportunity to parSundar Sarma came to Australia in
ticipate and contribute
1970 from Duliajan, Assam to work
ideas as to how we
in the Oil exploration industry with
celebrate our Bohag
Burmah Oil Company of Australia.
Bihu. Everything in
He lived in Melbourne for one year
this world is changing
in 1980 and returned again in 1996.
with time including
He is the current coordinator of the
the way we celebrate
Vic-Assam functions.
Bohag Bihu. Back in
Assam, the Bohag Bihu
celebrations have changed a great deal from the way it was celebrated 50 years ago, 30 years ago, 10 years ago and currently. For
Bohag Bihu celebrations to survive in Melbourne we have to be
dynamic, we have to allow new ideas to creep in. We must start
thinking why we celebrate Bohag Bihu at Melbourne. We live far
away from Assam and why we celebrate Bohag Bihu at Melbourne
and what we want this celebration to offer to us is not the same
as that of our friends and relations back in Assam. Please stop for
a moment and think- Are we happy the way we are celebrating
Bohag Bihu this year? Does it need to change next year? Please
communicate your thoughts via email in Vic-Assam so that everyone else start thinking and start communicating. We must have
an open forum to exchange our ideas and that is the only way we

will able to make our Bohag Bihu celebrations to improve in quality
and survive. In USA , our friends have managed to overcome the
growing pain and now they are even managing to organise a grand
Bohag Bihu celebrations in one place for all the people from Assam in
USA (which is a much bigger number than that in Australia).
This year I tried to get as many of my Vic-Assam friends
participate in organising the Bohag Bihu as I could. I tried to accommodate all the ideas that you were so kind to offer. It is now time for
another one of our Vic-Assam friend to come forward and take responsibility for organising much better Vic-Assam functions next year
with new ideas. We should select a new coordinator every year. That
will offer each of our Vic-Assam members an opportunity to bring in
new flavour to our functions. My only suggestion to all my Vic-Assam
friends is please start planning for the Bohag Bihu celebration next
year as soon as we finish the celebration this year.
Wishing you all a Very Happy Bohag Bihu.

Vic-Assam members performing Bihu “husori” at Melbourne
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The Astronomical Significance of the Bihus
~ Rajen Barua, Houston, Texas
The Bohag Bihu is the most significant and unique festival of Assam which is celebrated by all Assamese irrespective of
caste and religion. It is celebrated around April 14th , the Assamese new years day. However, besides the Bohag Bihu, the Assamese have three other
Bihus which are celebrated in different seasons of
the year. In order to understand the significance
of these Bihus, one will
have to find its origin
which can be traced to a
remote past that is associated with the cycles of
cultivation. Geographically, Assam lies in what may
be termed the „rice belt‟
of South East Asia where
wild rice naturally grow,
Rajen Barua is a freelance writer
and where rice plantation
and writes regularly on various
was started by the Austopics of history, language and
trics in the Neolithic age.
culture of Assam. An engineer by
In fact all the races, startprofession, Barua lives with his
ing from the Austrics to
family in Houston, Texas. Rathe Alpine Aryans, who
jen.barua@gmail.com . Barua is
came and settled in Asalso the founder Chairman of
sam, adopted the rice
„Friends of Assam and Seven Sisters‟
cultivation as their livelian international „think-tank NGO
hood. As a
result,
for the welfare of North East India
throughout the length and
(www.friendsofassam.org)
breath of entire northeast India, we find rites and festivals, which are intimately associated with the change of season, the sowing and harvesting of corps
and breeding of cattle and other livestock. Many of the elements
of Bihu are definitely derived from the Austric people from remote
past.

Vishu festivals based on their astronomical calendar. The Assamese
scholar, Dimbeswar Neog writes,”The Asomiya Bihu (Vishu) festivals,
so peculiar to the Aryans of Assam, definitely connected the equatorial (Visuva) phenomena of equinoxes and solstices.” („The Origin and
Growth of the Asomiya Language‟ – Dimbeswar Neog). Coming to Assam, these Alpine Aryans found these Vishus to coincide more or less
the cultivation festivals of the Austrics and the Bodos in Assam. Eventually these festivals merged with fusion of culture to the present
Assamese Bihu festivals although there remained much ethnic divergence in their Bihu celebrations. Today, in the plains, we have mainly
three Bihus: the Bohag Bihu, the Kati Bihu, and the Magh Bihu. However till recent past we had a fourth Bihu called the Xawn Bihu, which
was lost now a days. Brief explanations of these four Bihus are given
below.
We start with the Kati Bihu, which is celebrated on the autumnal equinox on the last day of the Assamese month of Ahin,
(October/November). It seems that the Assamese used this month as
the starting of the New Year in remote past. “The tradition of observance of the last day of Asvin by the Assamese people as a Dvishu
day (Kati-Bihu) entitles them to the tradition of the Aryan culture of
about 2200 B.C. when perhaps the first wave of Aryan culture spread
into Assam.” (The Background of Assamese Culture-R.M.Nath).
Dimbeswar Neog traces the origin of the Bihus to the „Aitrareya Brahmana‟. He writes, “In the Aitreraya Brahmana Atiratra sacrifice is
enjoined as a part of the Asin Sattra (IV, 18, 4)… The first part begins
at the autumnal equinox…” (OGAL-page 36). Now days however, Kati

Then came many other races including the Bodos. The
early Alpine Aryans also came quite early with their own pre-Vedic
traditions including their unique Aryan tradition of celebrating the
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Bihu is the most unceremonious of the Bihus. This is the time
when seeds are sown in the rice fields, and Kati Bihu signifies a
ceremony praying for a good harvest. Traditionally the Assamese
people light earthen lamps (matir saki) in the evening especially
in three places: under the „tulsi‟ plant, in the cowshed and in the
rice field. Offering of Tamul-Pan, (betel nut & leaf) a very important ingredient of the Assamese culture, is also made. The
Tulsi plant (basil-osimum-sactum) is a very sacred plant to the
Assamese, and is used in almost all worships. In the evening,
hymns are sung under the tulsi plant praying for a good harvest.
Then comes the Magh Bihu. Originally, the Hindu year
started with the winter solstice, when the Sun is at the extreme
south, and sacrifice is made for the Sun to start its northern journey. This coincides with Assamese Magh Bihu, which is celebrated
on the last day of the Assamese month of Puh (middle of Januray).
This is also the time, which marks the end of wet-rice cultivation
in Assam. Harvesting is over and the period of plenty begins with
the advent of the month of Magh. This Bihu may be called Harvest Home. Bonfire, feasts and social gatherings are special marks
of the celebration. On that evening, a community campfire is
made and a community feast is arranged. The boys spend the
night outside under a makeshift cottage called the „bhelaghar‟,
enjoying the campfire and singing and dancing. Early in the morning they take baths in cold water, normally in the nearby river,
and light the big bon fire, which is called the „meji‟, which is
specially prepared for the purpose. This is a high, temple-like
structure made by piling up layers of firewood. It is supported by
bamboo poles at four corners. The fire, which is revered as God
Agni, is offered til (sesame seeds), rice and other eatables. The
„bhelaghar‟ is also burnt along. Being the end of the harvest season everybody has abundant food to eat. People make all kinds of
typical Assamese pitha out of rice. It is rightly called the Bhogali
Bihu, bhog in Assamese literally means to eat for enjoyment.

ing greetings. Husari is accompanied by Bihu dances. Offerings of
Gamwsa, the traditional hand woven Assamese cotton towel, are
made as a token of love and respect. Husori, merriment and games
and sport usually continue for seven days. Bihu dances are performed
with indigenous musical instruments such as dhwl (drum), toka
(bamboo clapper), mohor xingor pepa (flute made of buffalo horns),
gogona (a small wind instrument made from bamboo), siphung (a special kind of flute). Bihu dances are accompanied by Bihu songs, which
are full of youthful vibrations and romantic appeal.
The Assamese used to celebrate a fourth Bihu called the
Xawn Bihu, which is lost now a days. Dimbeswar Neog, “The Saon
Bihu is already extinct, probably as it fell in the middle of plantation
season, the busiest period of the agricultural people. Even after the
beginning of the present century, it survived as a festival in which
farmers used to enjoy bhat-pitha, a unique “preparation of rice-flour
of which the dough is passed through a sieve to boiling water where
it is cooked, and has the appearance of boiled rice of bigger
size.” (OGAL –page 36).
As may be noticed, astronomically, the four Bihus are held
in four important positions of the Sun, exactly three months apart:
Kati Bihu on Autumnal Equinox (Vishuvat), Magh Bihu on Winter Solistics (Makar Sankranti), the Bohag Bihu is on Vernal Equinox
(Vishuvat), and Xawn Bihu on Summer Solistics (Karkat Xonkranti). We
must note however, that the present Hindu calendar is off by about 24
days from the actual Tropical calendar. As such, the celebration of
Bohag Bihu is held on 14th April instead of 21st March, the actual
equinox day. This is also typical of all other Bihus and all Indian tropical festivals like the Makar Sankranti and others.

Three months after the Magh Bihu starts the Bohag Bihu, the main Assamese Bihu, the Assamese spring festival where
dance and music are pre dominant. The first day is celebrated as
Goru Bihu or Cattle Bihu. This shows how much the cow is important to the Assamese culture. Traditionally, cows are smeared
with oil mixed with black gram (mati mah), and tumeric (halodhi)
and then taken to the river for a ritual bath. This is also the time
of planting seed for Ahu and Baw rice in the fields. In the evening,
villagers go from house to house singing Husori songs and exchang-
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Mekhela
~Sanjiv Goswami
I was in the midst of my preparation for our final move to
Australia on a PR visa, when Rangam wrote to me asking for a short
write up for the Bihu edition of Enajori. At first I did not know how to
react. Writing on Bihu is not easy, especially since so much literature
is already available on the
net, and also because I had
to write for people living
abroad. After a lot of
thought, I decided to give it
a try and focused on the
“mekhela”, an attire of the
Assamese women that is
gorgeous and colourful and
signifies the true spirit of
the woman. This is a poor
short adaptation of a humorous article written in
Assamese by my father,
Sanjiv Goswami is an Advocate in
Late Prasanna Chandra Gosthe Supreme Court of India. He is a
wami, which was published
Fellow of the International Visitors
in Nilachal in 1959.
Leadership Program, USA; recipient
of a Scroll of Honour from the International Council of Jurists, UK;
participant in several international
conferences and has a number of
publications and documentary films
to his credit .
(sanjivgoswami@gmail.com)

Mekhela is a cylindrical shaped women‟s attire worn on the lower half
of the body. It is also known
as sarong in many countries.
Traditionally in Assam, it
has been woven from muga
silk and pat silk but it is also
made from other threads such as cotton. These days, another type of
silk called tassar, which is golden in colour, is also used and many
unscrupulous traders pass it off as muga. The Bihu dance cannot be
danced without wearing a mekhela (with a chaddar of course) and I
am sure all Assamese ladies in western countries, including Australia,
would at least be wearing the mekhela on the occasion of Bihu.
While we all think of the mekhela as an attire of the Assamese women, it is not exactly so. It is common attire in the entire
North East India, especially amongst the various tribes that live here.
Different tribes call it differently. In fact, since any piece of cloth that

is worn round the waist is a mekhela, hence, even in the western
world, the skirts that women wear are mekhelas. It does not matter that these western mekhelas are long or short or mini ; what
is to be appreciated is that they all have their origin in the same
root source. Social scientists believe that when women first
learnt to put on clothes, the first form of dress, made out of
leaves and other forest produce, was worn round the waist, signifying that it was the mekhela.
In course of time, of course, many men, in order to be
comfortable in the hot and humid Indian subcontinent climate
preferred to wear the mekhela, though they stylishly named these as lungi. It is another matter that many men in South India also
wear the dhoti in the form of a mekhela. The mekhela is worn by
women all over India and in South India it is known as langa while
in North India it is called the lehenga.
But the term mekhela refer to much more than a mere
dress. In fact, it refers to women itself and more particularly to
the ability of women to rule. In some areas of Assam, for example, we often hear the term Mekhelar Xashan (rule of the
mekhela) which refers to the domination by the woman at home.
In our neighbouring state of Meghalaya in North East India, where
they have a matriarchal society, the cycle has perhaps been completed with a complete rule of the mekhela. In Assam, the term
is also sometimes used in a derogatory manner to describe hen
pecked husbands and many a time, men tease each other by saying that there is a mekhelar xashan at home and so he has to
forego the evening adda (long careless chat with boon companions) and get home early.
One important issue that needs to be focused here is
that since time immemorial, in fact since the advent of dresses,
women have been wearing the mekhela the world over. They
have also been psychologically wielding power over men at home
and outside. Yet women, specially in India, still consider themselves deprived and under privileged and so they regularly give a
clarion call for more power, even forcing the Indian parliament to
recently pass the Women Reservation Bill. While it is true that
history has huge evidence of atrocities on and dominance of
women by men, yet it is a matter of debate, as to who needs
more power: the men at home or the women outside. It is well
established in history that women has generally been held in high
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esteem, so high that wars have been fought and kingdoms ruined
just to get the hand of a beloved lady. There is no example of the
reverse happening. Can we ever forget Helen of Troy, whose face
launched a thousand ships, finally leading to the great war in
Greece between Troy and Sparta? Similarly in Assamese society,
women have been traditionally held in high esteem and this is
exemplified by the fact that it is the bridegrooms who always go
to the bride‟s house to marry her, never the other way round. In
nearly all societies, wearers of the mekhela (women) also command great respect as men go out of their way to please them:
hold car doors open for them, pull out chairs in restaurants, allow
them first right of way, sometimes serving them bed tea and often
catering to their shopping whims and fancies.
Even great men like Socrates had been subjected to the
rule of the mekhela. It is said that once when Socrates‟ wife Xanthippe was very angry with him and screamed and abused him and
finally poured a bucket of water on him, he coolly and philosophically said “there is always rain after thunder”. Now if such is the
plight of great men, what can I say of mere mortals like me? No
wonder, some of the bachelors I know in Melbourne are carefully
weighing their options before taking the final plunge of whether
or not to subject themselves to the rule of mekhela, No wonder,
some male in India referring to institution of marriage coined the
phrase Dilli ka Laddu (all that glitters is not gold) while there is
also the more jaundiced delusion of Shaadi Barbadi (marriage
leads to ruin), to which of course I do not subscribe.
Unfortunately, the great power of the mekhela as a tool
of power, as a unifying element in cordial human relations and as
a symbol of woman emancipation was not realized by those advocating women liberation. They mistook it to be a symbol of slavery, discarded it and took to the trouser instead, thereby hoping
to break the perceived male domination. But men were already
under domination and this change perhaps only helped them to
become free. Is this reversal in dress culture the starting point of
breakdown of western societies? Perhaps this calls for a wider
debate at some other time and forum.
Happy Bihu Greetings to all Melbournians from Assam, See you all
soon.
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Sailen Das is a wellknown writer and social
worker in Goalpara,
Assam involved in many
community organisations of Assam. He is
the recipient of Michael
Madhusudan Literary
Prize, 2005 and VicePresident and Secretary, Red Cross Branch,
Goalpara.
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Lest We Forget!!
~Smita Sabhlok & Rita Sarma
In India, there is a great euphoria today about the young generation
building a more stable, democratic and
socially inclusive society. Just recently,
there was a great fanfare in Australia
about the Australian higher education
sector being given permission to operate
in India. Though there is so much attention focussed on these young people, a
significant number of the population,
namely the people with a disability,
remain alienated from these mainstream
developments. In the 2001 Census of
India, there were 21.9 million people
with a disability. This is a huge number
of people, yet only 2% of the population
which is now proven to be under reported. A UNICEF Report estimates the number of disabled in India to be much closer to 90 million people. In properly documented developed countries such as
USA, Australia and UK, the proportion of
disabled people is found to be 20%, 15%
and 18% respectively.

Mrs. Anita Baruah is a Senior
Policy Analyst with Vic-Roads,
Australia. Music and writing is
her hobby. Anita edited the
first two editions of Enajori.
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There are likely to be two
main reasons for under reporting disability in India. First, the definition of disability was not adequately formulated in
the 2001 Census. It appears that only
easily identifiable physical impairments
were labelled as a disability, whereas
disability also includes mental impairments. Physical disability includes spinal
cord injury, amputated limbs, blindness
and hearing impairments; and mental
disability includes learning disability,
mental illness and intellectual disability.
Second, the stigma associated
with disability and societal attitudes
often make people want to hide family
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members with a disability. How many of us know of people in school
with us who were labelled as “gadho” rather than someone with a
learning disability who required extra and different type of teaching/
guidance? We are very quick to label someone different from us as
„fools‟ rather than looking into the person‟s qualities that can be
developed. Again, we assume that the life of an affluent person with
a disability would most likely be different from that of a poor person
with a disability. However, the attitude of people towards someone
with a disability seems to know no economic boundaries. On one of
our recent trips to Guwahati, we were shocked to be told by an organisation that a fairly wealthy family was willing to send their able
bodied child to one of the most expensive private schools, but was
unwilling to spend even a couple of hundred rupees a month for their
child with a disability. Maybe, everything in India is analysed in terms
of Cost-Benefit or monetary returns only and not in terms of human
values. What a great tragedy!
People with disabilities continue to live in the margins of
mainstream society. Social perceptions and fear associated with disability also alienates families with disabilities from the wider community. Not only does disability result in significantly reduced opportunities for the individual with disabilities, it also results in lost opportunities and reduced choices for other members of the household. In a
country such as India where family ties are strong and carries many
rights and responsibilities, the impact of disability can be quite severe indeed. The tendency to hide or ignore the person with a disability is, therefore, very high.
There is a perception that disability is a problem, it is located within the person and needs to be corrected at the level of the
individual. This perception dominates the thinking of the average
person and other environmental and societal factors that may hinder
a person with a disability to fully participate in society is not considered. Once certified as disabled, a person is labelled for life and that
person is rarely re-examined. The concept that disability need not
lead to a handicap or to a life of missed opportunities, is yet to be
fully realised and the system seems to give undue power to „medical
experts‟ in deciding what is best for the person with a disability. In
India, there is also the belief that disability is a retribution for past
“karmas”. This results in pity and charitable acts which are informed
by strong religious beliefs.

Smita Sabhlok(Left) & Rita Sarma(Right) are Founder Members of
SESTAA, a non-religious, non-political, non-profit organisation
dedicated to provide opportunities for the socially disadvantaged,
and physically and mentally challenged individuals in India.
Email: admin_sestaa@yahoo.com.

become an integral part of society and help generate economic
growth that will benefit the country as a whole. It is high time we
consider disability as a function of impairments of body structures and
limitations of activities, and work towards removing the obstacles to
full participation by these individuals. In other words for a person who
cannot walk it is not enough to give him a wheelchair, the environment must enable the individual to use that wheelchair and more
importantly, societal attitudes must acknowledge the „individual‟
rather than the wheelchair. Let us not forget that given the right
opportunity, every individual can make a valuable contribution to the
society.

The World Bank in one of their Reports indicates that given
proper opportunities, the large number of people with a disability can
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Today’s India and we as NRIs
~ Dr. Hemanta Doloi

Being NRIs, do we all miss India? If the answer is yes, then
what makes us believe so? Is it the power of food, the culture, the
language or perhaps the poverty that makes us simply not to accept
a better life abroad without our fellow citizens back home? To me,
the bonding power of India does not equate to any of the above
kind. However, undoubtedly, there are millions more reason why
one can not simply forget
India. When we see today‟s
India from our old Indian
eyes, there is a vast contrast. The contrast is everywhere ranging from rail
stations, trains to the attitude of the “Amm Janatas”. The change is prolific!
After 16 good
years abroad, recently we
had a golden opportunity
to spend three months in
Dr Hemanta Doloi is a Senior Lecturer
Indian capital, Delhi. Durin Construction Management and
ing our stay, we not only
Technology at the University of Melexplored some of the placbourne. He is an active member of
es that we had never gone
the community and the moderator of
earlier but also exhausted
the email group
the ever modernised Indian
"vic_assam@yahoogroup.com.au”.
Rail Systems throughout
North and North West India. With two Australian young kids and our low immune health for
Indian conditions, we were totally confused on thinking how to adjust in dirty India and survive for at least a week, let alone the
months in plan.
Our first night in Delhi was slightly overwhelming by the
foggy Winter. When roads in Delhi were totally invisible for us, the
driver of our taxi showed overconfidence. When I asked him to stop,
he replied “Sir, andaz se chala raha hoo, kaye dikkat nahi”. Anyway, the driver was right and nothing goes wrong! It is natural that

coming from a dust free sanitised environment, Indian housing stock
looks a bit dirty in the first glance and so did happen to us. However, a
fully furnished heated room and hot water facility in a modern bathroom made our lives quite comfortable for first few nights. When it
came to setting up our own flat by arranging the cooking gas, kitchen
utensils, bed linens, room heaters etc., first few days were little
daunting for all of us. Even we all fell in love with the beautiful Delhi
aroma, the life was not a smooth sail as we expected. However, we
managed to solve all these teething issues easily by spending little
extra on the “Bhaiyas” who are the real problem solvers available in
every corner of India. Thanks to the strong Aussie Dollar at the time.
Day by day, we had been acquainted with all the skills required for leading a comfortable life in modern India. Milk, newspaper,
grocery everything started flowing to the door step and the “Nani”
started cleaning the house without much of a bargain! As we exhausted
the Indian delicacies ranging from Pani Puri, Laddo and other sweet
varieties, the Delhi belly started behaving even for the kids. After first
two weeks, our trip to Ahmadabad and Jaipur by the Satabdi Express
was excellent. The hospitality offered in Satabdi Express includes not
only a clean fully air-conditioned coach but also hygienically packed
food of many kinds. Most notably, the three course menu in the Satabi
Express is no more luxury for Indians. We all enjoyed these without
hesitations. The Forts in Jaipur and surrounding beautiful landscapes
were beyond imagination. The second trip to Haridware and Rishikesh
again by the Satabdi Express was another memorable experience. The
“Ram Julla” and the “Laksman Julla” on the mighty Ganga when she
first touches the plain from the Himalaya were totally eye catching.
Our aspirations exploring places such as Agra, Brindavan, Mathura grew
day by day and kids enjoyed every moment in each trip. In one of our
pilgrimage trips, the instant snowfall covering our car in a place known
as “Patni Top” at 6500 ft altitude was an unforgettable event.
The campus life at the Indian Institute of Technology Delhi
was amazing too. Both Rahul and Rishov enjoyed natural mingles with
many new friends in Nursery School and Kendriya Bidyalaya at the campus. Moromi chauffeured them using three-wheelers known as “Riksa”.
Rahul started communicating with whole of IIT community in a language of his own, which he thinks is very close to “Hindi”. In the meantime, there came the 3-Iditos! Needless to say, what a coincidence to
my day-to-day business at the Indian Institute of Technology Delhi!
That was truly amazing to see that someone grabbed the life in IIT and
published as an entertainment for rest of others outside the campus.
Rishov suddenly started singing the song “Behti Hawa Sa Tha Woh..”
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India is truly the GREAT! To us the “Taste of India” is unique.
The positive news spin on front page of every newspaper heralds the
proof of India being modernised. Support from volunteers to corporate
professionals in shaping the modern India sounds incredible. Development spry from modern living green city complexes to roads, bridges,
airports, shopping centers, hospitals is widespread. The old muddy
roads in remote villages are getting paved in an exponential rate. Even
the recent government‟s announcement of opening of the Western University campuses across Indian cities attracted attentions from many
NRIs around the globe. This is truly a place of interest for years to
come and being NRIs, we may have thousand reasons to be proud of! I
trust, every NRI deserves such an experience at their leisure.

Bohag Bihu 2009, Melbourne
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Four Great Ideas in History

~Sukrit Sabhlok
Sukrit is an Arts/Law student at the University of
Melbourne. He is a director of Liberty Australia
(www.la.org.au).

Mankind is the most adaptable and
intelligent of all known species of animal. The
human being of today is not a hunter-gatherer
but a sophisticated problem-solver. Since primitive human life 5,000 years ago, man has progressed steadily. But the most striking developments in human thought have only occurred in
(relatively) recent times.
The first great idea: 2,500 years ago,
came the first truly great idea, from Socrates.
Socrates virtually single handedly freed the human mind from domination by its social environment.
He asked for proof for everything that
people took as granted, in the process creating
many enemies. But his enemies are largely forgotten, whereas the Socratic method of questioning lives on.
As the Encyclopedia Britannica notes,
"His method would be to start with whatever
seemed the most satisfactory hypothesis,' or
postulate, about a given subject and then consider the consequences that follow from it”. So
far as these consequences proved to be true and
consistent, the hypothesis' might be regarded as
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provisionally confirmed." This kind of thinking
created a chain reaction that passed through
the centuries. Instead of attributing bad
weather or bad health to gods, or to a curse
from a local magician, man started asking
questions and observing things.
The second great idea: The next truly
great idea came from Martin Luther in the 16th
century. He questioned the authority of religious leaders in deciding what a particular
religion states. He elevated, in a rather indirect way, the status of the mind of the common man. That the common man has an innate
ability to decide on issues relating to God, is
an idea that still shakes the earth. Luther was
responsible for the train of thought that led to
the separation of the church and the State in
modern society. The Renaissance - which was
characterized by the generation of many new
ideas - can be directly attributed to Luther.
The third great idea: The third great
idea arose from the Scottish philosopher Adam
Smith. Smith showed how a policy of attempting to dominate other nations by giving the
government great powers to regulate trade and
the economy, would fail. He showed how competition through the invisible hand is the fundamental means of wealth creation, and how
the self-interest of individuals can contribute
to the greater good.
The fourth great idea: The fourth
major idea is the result of the efforts of
Charles Darwin. By observation and scientific
method, Darwin showed that the human species was an animal, and that humans evolved
from other lower forms of animal. Today, we
know that the genes of a chimpanzee and a
man resemble each other to about a 99% extent. The key idea that he found was that evolution of these animal species takes place
through competition. These four great ideas
have significantly contributed to releasing the
chains that bind the human mind.
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The Sky, The Universe and
Everything Else Along The
Line
~ Ria Rajkhowa
I look upon the sky,
And wonder what‟s up high.
Beyond our average eyesight,
And miles away from the solar light.
Snow, rain and hail all fall from the sky,
Showering people with happiness and
sadness throughout their lives.
Like a flower blossoming through the
seasons,
Is what I like to think of the universe
with endless reasons.
Gazing through the planets and the millions of galaxies the universe is made up
of,
Makes us appreciate the unique planet
earth that we all call home.
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My Guwahati trip 2009
~Sahil Bora
On November 23rd 2009, my family and I left for Guwahati to
visit my relatives and one of my cousins was getting married there.
When I arrived at Guwahati airport, I was happy to see my mum‟s
brother, Bapu Mama
who was at the airport
to pick us up with a four
wheel drive full of cases
with clothes and presents that Mum over
packed.
When we
reached his house, one
of my cousins Dimpa and
Bapu Mama‟s wife, Jury
Mumy was there and
welcomed us. A while
later, all the rest of my
relatives showed up and my cousin Neha flew from Pune to see us and
we all had dinner together.

It was great visiting my relatives in Guwahati again because
I haven‟t seen or heard from them for 3 years but now have managed
to keep in touch with them with the social networking site
“facebook”.

After resting from the long flights, catching up and unpacking
our things, my mum‟s sister‟s family, Bapu Mama‟s family and us went
to a resort which was nearly an hour away. It was magnificent and it
was maintained very well with gardens and water fountains. There was
a lot to do and the activities I did were shooting and quad biking. There
was a sign saying there was elephant riding, but they told us there
were no elephants no more due to its low number. We all had lunch
there and the food was great and there was enough food for all of us to
have seconds and thirds.
A week later was the least enjoyable part of the trip for me
was the INDIAN WEDDINGS. My cousin Chinku was getting married. We
all had to get up early for it and it started at 10.00am to 12.00 at
night. There was a cricket stadium next to where we were and there
was a test match going on, so I watched a little bit of the match. The
wedding didn‟t really interest me because they were speaking different
languages, speaking in tongue and doing some religious movements in
the ceremony. We actually went to 3 weddings in Guwahati and the
second one was going on while my cousin‟s one was happening. I didn‟t
go because there wasn‟t enough car space for me so I stayed at my
cousin‟s one. The other one was of Seouj from Melbourne who got
married and we were there for the after wedding dinner.
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Vic-Assam Picnic 2009
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Umananda in Brahmaputra

Rang-ghar
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“Enajori” 2009 in the form of Prachir Patrika
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